Free-energy simulation methods are applied toward the calculation of cluster integrals that appear in diagrammatic methods of statistical mechanics. In this approach, Monte Carlo sampling is performed on a number of molecules equal to the order of the integral, and configurations are weighted according to the absolute value of the integrand. An umbrella-sampling average yields the value of the cluster integral in reference to a known integral. Virial coefficients, up to the sixth for the Lennard-Jones model and the fifth for the SPCE model of water, are calculated as a demonstration. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.92.220601 PACS numbers: 05.20.Jj, 05.10.Ln, 51.30.+i Statistical mechanical theories of fluids aim to describe the behavior of the bulk phase beginning from a model for the intermolecular interactions. The most successful of these theories, such as the virial treatment of gases and the Percus-Yevick theory for condensed phases, are built upon an enumeration of ''cluster integrals'' taken over configurations of a fixed set of molecules [1] . One of the fundamental obstacles to the systematic improvement (and in some cases even the application) of theories based on cluster integrals is the inability to compute the integrals they represent for any but the simplest cases. Thus it has proved feasible to compute only up to the fifth virial coefficient for simple spherically symmetric potentials such as the Lennard-Jones (LJ) model [2] [3] [4] [5] , and the fourth virial has just been calculated for a cylindrically symmetric molecule [6] , while only the third virial coefficient has been computed for slightly more complex potentials, such as water [7] . Up to the eighth virial coefficient has been computed for hard spheres [8] , but this is an exceptional case that benefits greatly from the simple form and short range of the hard-sphere potential. Many of the successes in calculating difficult cluster integrals have required much effort to examine the nature of the integral, exploiting all possible symmetries, and applying analytical treatments such as expansions in Legendre polynomials. On the other hand, second virial coefficients can be calculated routinely for almost any intermolecular potential, even large molecules such as alkanes or potentials described through ab initio treatments. The second virial coefficient is one of the very few routinely computable quantities that rigorously connects a molecular model to bulk-phase behavior, and consequently it plays an important role in developing and assessing molecular models.
Statistical mechanical theories of fluids aim to describe the behavior of the bulk phase beginning from a model for the intermolecular interactions. The most successful of these theories, such as the virial treatment of gases and the Percus-Yevick theory for condensed phases, are built upon an enumeration of ''cluster integrals'' taken over configurations of a fixed set of molecules [1] . One of the fundamental obstacles to the systematic improvement (and in some cases even the application) of theories based on cluster integrals is the inability to compute the integrals they represent for any but the simplest cases. Thus it has proved feasible to compute only up to the fifth virial coefficient for simple spherically symmetric potentials such as the Lennard-Jones (LJ) model [2] [3] [4] [5] , and the fourth virial has just been calculated for a cylindrically symmetric molecule [6] , while only the third virial coefficient has been computed for slightly more complex potentials, such as water [7] . Up to the eighth virial coefficient has been computed for hard spheres [8] , but this is an exceptional case that benefits greatly from the simple form and short range of the hard-sphere potential. Many of the successes in calculating difficult cluster integrals have required much effort to examine the nature of the integral, exploiting all possible symmetries, and applying analytical treatments such as expansions in Legendre polynomials. On the other hand, second virial coefficients can be calculated routinely for almost any intermolecular potential, even large molecules such as alkanes or potentials described through ab initio treatments. The second virial coefficient is one of the very few routinely computable quantities that rigorously connects a molecular model to bulk-phase behavior, and consequently it plays an important role in developing and assessing molecular models.
In this Letter, we present a very simple but general method to calculate cluster integrals. The approach is suitable for integrals of any order, and can be applied to potentials of any complexity. The method has the character of a molecular simulation performed on the molecules represented in the integral, and there are two key ideas in its application to cluster integrals. First, we generate the molecule configurations using Metropolis Monte Carlo (MC) [9] with importance sampling of configurations based on the magnitude of the interactions represented in the cluster integral. Second, we aim to evaluate the ratio of the desired cluster integral to a known reference integral, and do not attempt to evaluate the cluster-integral directly. In taking this approach we can then bring to bear a powerful array of techniques that have previously been developed for the calculation of free-energy differences by molecular simulation [9] . We propose ''Mayer sampling'' as the name given to this technique of computing cluster integrals using importance-sampling and free-energy methods. There are many variations and applications that can be pursued from this basic approach. To fix ideas, in the present work we focus on one particular problem: namely, the evaluation of cluster integrals needed to calculate virial coefficients from a molecular model [10] . We demonstrate by calculating the sixth virial coefficient for the LJ model, and the fourth and fifth virial coefficients for the SPCE model of water [11] , none of which have been reported previously.
The cluster integral that gives the classical second virial coefficient is [1, 10] 
and for pairwise-additive potentials the third virial coefficient is
In the integrals f ij expÿu ij ÿ 1 is the Mayer function, where u ij is the pair potential between molecules labeled i and j, and k B T ÿ1 is the reciprocal temperature in energy units. The formulas indicate integration over only the positions of each molecule, but in general integration must be performed also over all rotational and internal degrees of freedom available to each 
We use ÿT as the notation for a general cluster integral or sum of integrals, with integrand (or sum of integrands) r n ; T; for example, if ÿ is the third virial coefficient B 3 , then f 12 f 13 f 23 . The angle brackets indicate the ''ensemble-average'' integral over all configurations and orientations of the n molecules, and the subscript indicates that sampling is governed by the (normalized) probability distribution r n ; T:
The subscript ''o'' indicates a quantity for the reference system. This idea generalizes an approach that has emerged recently [12] for the evaluation of cluster integrals in the bridge function.
There is considerable latitude available in the selection of both the reference system and the sampling distribution r n . We expect that one (or a combination) of two choices commonly will be employed in selecting a reference system. In the first choice, the intermolecular potential or the temperature of the reference system differs from that of the target system, but otherwise they correspond to the same cluster integral (or sum of integrals). Typically the reference system would be defined by the hard-sphere potential, for which the cluster integral is temperature independent and in many cases is known. In the second choice, the intermolecular potential for the target and the reference are the same, but each system is given by different products of Mayer functions-they correspond to different cluster integrals. This approach can be used to relate more complicated, highly connected cluster integrals to ones that are simpler and which can be evaluated by other means.
Regarding the distribution , the importancesampling approach suggests that it be given by the magnitude of the target-system integrand, jr n ; Tj (the absolute value must be used because is negative for some configurations). We have investigated several variations on this theme, and found that a particularly convenient formulation is to select as the absolute value of the sum of all the cluster integrands in the desired virial coefficient, with their appropriate weights. If we further select itself as the same cluster-integral sum, Eq. (3) yields directly the virial coefficient. Moreover, the numerator in Eq. (3) averages just the sign of the cluster sum, and contributions to it are all 1. This feature is helpful to understanding the performance of the calculation. The cluster-integral sum that gives the virial coefficients is known to suffer from large cancellations between the different terms, which causes difficulty in determining the virial sum precisely. If implemented as described here, the present approach does not require the addition of (large) positive and negative averages to obtain their (small) sum. Instead we have found this numerical problem to manifest itself in a different way: at the conditions where this cancellation is most problematic, the single average hsgni jj as suggested here becomes very small. A simple probabilistic argument indicates that the required amount of sampling will scale inversely with the square of this average, so from the value of this average we can get an indication of whether we have performed sufficient sampling. This feature also presents a clear target for the focus of future work that aims to improve the performance of these calculations.
We have applied the methodology described here to evaluate the second to the sixth virial coefficients for the LJ model, and the second to fifth for the SPCE potential for water (all classical). The calculations were conducted as follows. MC sampling was performed for a number of molecules equal to the order of the virial coefficient being computed. Trials were attempted to displace and (if appropriate) rotate the molecules. We found it helpful to select a random number of molecules to perturb in one trial (so, e.g., with equal likelihood, sometimes one molecule is moved, sometimes two, etc., and sometimes all of them are). Each trial was accepted with probability min1; new = old , where is defined as the absolute value of the weighted sum of the cluster integrands contributing to the calculated virial coefficient. The resulting configuration contributed to the two averages in Eq. (3). For the denominator in this equation, we defined o to be the ring cluster (of same order) for the hardsphere potential, for which ÿ o is known; we examined several values of the hard-sphere diameter near the LJ (for the oxygen atom in the case of the water calculations) and did not observe a significant effect on the results. The value of a cluster for a given configuration was determined using all unique permutations of the labeling of the molecules. Simulations sampled M 10 7 to 10 9 configurations, depending on the rate of convergence of the averages.
Step sizes for the trials were adjusted in a short ''equilibration'' period, before accumulating averages, to achieve a 50% acceptance rate for trial moves; it is important that this step size not be adjusted once averaging is begun.
Results are presented in Tables I and II , respectively, where they are compared to available literature data. The coefficients B 6 for LJ and B 4 and B 5 for water have not previously been reported. Overall the data show very good precision and agree well with the literature values, although some discrepancies are present. Figure 1 presents the scaled standard deviation M 1=2 B =jBj describing independent measurements of the virial coefficients using this method. For large M this quantity should be independent of M, so from these data one can estimate
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the amount of sampling required to achieve a given fractional precision in the measurement of a virial coefficient. These results will provide a useful basis for comparison of the effectiveness of variants of the proposed method as they are developed-a lower value is of course better. The figure and tables indicate that increased sampling is required to get good precision when calculating higherorder coefficients at lower temperatures. It is also interesting to find that the anomalies of the critical point are manifested in the calculation of these few-particle averages, particularly for the Lennard-Jones system, where we find a significant jump in the scaled standard deviation near the critical temperature T c .
We find that our results for water differ consistently from the available literature values. The difference is in a direction that would indicate overrepresentation of lowenergy (attractive) configurations in the literature data, but we do not have any independent means to resolve the discrepancy in this direction. We can report that the difference is not diminished by added sampling in our calculations.
There are several points worth noting in respect to this method. First, it is very important that the sampling distribution be selected such that it does not have small values for configurations in which or o are nonnegligible. If this happens the averages seen in Eq. (3) will have large contributions from configurations that are rarely sampled. This problem is well known in free-energy perturbation calculations [13] (e.g., the failure of particle deletion), and it is easily avoided. As a general a Values are reported using the format described in Table I . b Reference [7] . rule, should not have f bonds between molecules that are not bonded in and o . Second, the Mayer-sampling calculation differs from a typical MC molecular simulation in a number of ways. The simulation is conducted in free space, with no volume imposed, no periodic boundaries, and no artificial truncation of the potential. Moreover, the molecules can move right through each other, thereby eliminating the main source of ergodic traps (steric repulsion) seen in standard MC simulation.
Third, the technique is easily extended to other types of systems, such as mixtures, or systems described by non-pairwise-additive potentials. Application to mixtures is appealing because the dependence of the virial coefficients on composition is known exactly, so the treatment provides a route to thermodynamics that does not rely on an empirical ''mixing rule'' for the composition dependence. With respect to applications to other potentials, we anticipate that some day it will be feasible to apply this technique, and extensions of it, using ab initio potentials computed on the fly, thereby permitting very good estimation of many-body properties such as the critical point from first-principles calculations. Fourth, the calculations described here are perfectly parallelizable. Independent MC simulations can be performed for the same system, and the averages combined to obtain a single result. There is no prospect or need for more sophisticated parallelization approaches, such as domain decomposition, because there are so few particles sampled in a simulation. In this sense the calculation has most assuredly been broken into its most elementary computational unit, and moreover the combination of elementary single-processor calculations is quite trivial.
Finally, the particular methodology presented here adapts just one of a range of well-established methods for computing free energies by molecular simulation. The formula given by Eq. (3) is an umbrella-sampling calculation. Other approaches, such as overlap sampling [14] , might prove worthwhile as an alternative for the calculation of cluster integrals. Density-of-states methods [9] could also be considered, but we should point out that the structure of the cluster integrands is such that the adoption of these ideas for this purpose is not straightforward. Additionally, advanced sampling methods, such as parallel tempering (PT) [9] , could be helpful in this application. Although we did not pursue it here, it should be straightforward to measure cluster integrals over a continuous range of temperatures with a single simulation, or set of PT simulations. Clearly, there are many avenues and applications to explore. The combination of Mayer sampling with integral equation methods is a particularly appealing prospect.
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